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ABSTRACT

This report presents a brief summary of the results of
recent studies conducted on spacecraft sterilization. A
recapitulation of the advantages and disadrantages offered

by various sterilizing agents and methods is included. Also
included are clean room requirement, and concepts, personnel
requirements for sterile vehicle assembly, concepts for the
sterilization canister, handling and transportation require-
nents for the spacecraft and bus, concepts for termina- heat

sterilizaticn, and the potential contamination problems
existing as the lander separates from the bun.
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FOREWORD

This report was prepared for Manufi cturing Engineering Laboratory,
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama, as an effort to
provide information on the following topics:

1) Present methods of sterilization that are mcst promising, and

the effects these rnethods have on materials for vehicle com-

ponents.

2) Processing and packaging practices as related to fabrication
and assembly, and the problems existing with these practices.

3) Practices being developed and/or pursued to permit handling
of the sterilized vehicles up to time of launch.

4) Procedures being used to measure cleanliness level in the
sterilization laboratory.

I T formation sources for this report were obtained from International
5Aerospace Abstracts, NASA Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports,
I [open source literature contained in the Redstone Scientific Information

Center, and conferences with persons in Marshall Space Flight Center
who are working with the spacecr2ft sterilization problem.
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Sefioni 1. 114TRODUCTION

Containinalyon of ce- -stial bodies with earth muicroorganisyls U~ould
very likely make stud~es of any, extraterre strial life, impossible. A'ILu ie
fore, in 1 (4 59 and I 9tifJ, the Naliuiiai Atcioiiautics anti Spac.e Adniini -

stration formulated official policy letters declaring that it was Ossential
to sterilize spacecraft for the following reasons:

1) To preserve clues to the origin of life and of the universe
which may be hiddeni ben~eath the luna strata or under thea atmosphere of extraterrestrial bodies.

2) To prevent inadvertent seeding of extraterrestrial surfaces

by earth-like cultures.
3) To protect the earth from mnutual contamination.

As a consequence, many studies have been performed to determine
'he n-.ost feasible inethods of sterilizing spacecraft which have a

*reasonable possibility of extraterrestrial impact. The various suggested
techniques of achieving sterility of unmanned spacecraft to prevent

biolog cal co~itainination of other planets include sterilization by vacuum
of outer space, by radiation, by, chemicals, and by heat.

Experiments have chown that mic robes remain viable al .ter exeposure
to ".trahigh vacuum, even in tests up to 35 days. 1, Therefore, it is

concluded that vacu,,irn exposure of outer space will not decrease the

probability of contaminiation.

aridiaisono s can be accornplished by both ultraviolet and ionizing

raito.Utavoe aito reaches only directly exposed surfaces

and s o nousefor iiiter-ors, shadowed surface3, and holes. In fact,
tepenetrating power is so low that organisms can be protecl-ed by a
thnlayer of dead organisms. 3Although ionizing radiation is much

more Fenetrating. it will damage semiconductors plus many plastics
adelastormers, including solicd propellants, as well as optical proper-

tisof many glasses and pigirient3 when exposed to dczes as gruat as
107rad,'4 which in the approximate dosage required to ensure sterility. 3

Further, Ionizing radiationi is expensive, hazardous, and complex.
Radiation may be useful for reducing the biological load.

An appropriate concentration of ethylene oxide is a good sterillzinf
gas and does not damage the great majority of spacecraft components.
It can, however, kill only microbes on exposed surfaces and cannot
reach interiors such as gasket seats, flanges, closed screwholes,
electrical connectors, and sealed components. Certain liquid chemnicals,

_ _ ________ _ __ ____ ___r



such as iurmaridchyde in methanol, are good sterilants. Becauise of
their high visrovity and suriace tension, liquid chemicals will no;t
pvnetrate many crevices that would be re.ached by gas. Moreover,
3iqui-d sterila its damnage certain coniponcnite such as electrical con-
nectors.

P.- V heat ib tOie most promk.sing means of spacecraft sterilization,
Moist heat requires Aess time and a lower temperature than dry heat,
but it cannot penetrate vacuurn tu~aes, transist,>rs, li'bricants, sealants,
plasticG, etc. Heat causei a. design pzoblern because it creates struc
tural distortion and because it lowers the reliability of some clectrir-al
equipmtn* such as guidancev and communications gear. Work is now
being donu tc develop heat-proof components. Alsu, many solid fuels
either come apart or refuse to burn at all after exposure to Sterilant
temperature s. 6 Some propellants, however, are completely unchanged
by heat treating.

Although the techniques for spacecraft sterilizaton have not been
firmly established, dry heat, in particular, and exposure to ethylene
oxide gas appear to be the most likely candidates. It is probable that
kievera, kinds of treatment will be aelected and used together. The
only overall sterilization method approved now is dry heat, which ia

expected to kill organisms both on surfaces and insidje solids. Gaseous
ethylenc oxide is approved for surfP.ce decontani nation.. Backup studies
of other forms of sterilization and decontamination, incluiding X-ray
radiacion, are continuing. Beginning with the ethylene oxide decon-

taninatior.. an ultra-clean, or iola.environment will be required.,
Next in order will be reassembly, system check-out tests, encapsulation7-

01 ~ ~ ~ ~ -.-- - - -tnpt~,l A;-ftq nieLte ,ia o aa

verification test, terminal heat sterilization, a gross system chec-k,
steiiaicrtlfitcton and launch.

I
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11sii.I. BASIC REOUJREMENTS

The basic requiremnents for sterilization of .ehicles which will land
on another planet is a NASA policy which is summaarized as fullow6:

1)The lander will be assembled in clean ruoms at specified
levels of assembly.

Z) The lander will be subjected to an approved sterilization
procedure..

3) The lander wili be incloced in a b cteriological barier U.0
maintain cleanliness and sterilitv. After decontari-natioa,
the inciosurv will nut b-, opened 'within any portion o'l the
Earth's atmosphere whiich might re-conftamninate the landcr.

1 he requirement for terminal rterilizatior. of veh~cles which may
land on another planet creates a severe design environment, especially
for those landers of extremely large size as proposed for the Saturn V
launch vehicle. Con~patibility with the specified sterilization env'.ron-
mnen must be a basic design requirement from. the inception of any
program.

T'Ae methods and procedures for implementing these req Ii-r~r.ents
have nc-t yet been established but are receiving extensive study. It is
likely that the degre-e of assurance of sterility will a vary according to
which planet the lander or orbiter is destined for. Assuming that

sdoes support some type of life, rigorous sterilization standards
muet be established and met for the first spacecraft that will land on
V:4 c planzti crd. : tu liv. )t:e %.nn1P1L1tUn of biological experi-ments
before contamination occurs. Some recent preliminary data obtained
from the Marirer IV9 vehicle suggests that the Mvartian atmosphere may
not be conducive to life as previously believed. Jaffe 8 is of the opinion
that the ne.quired degree of assurance- against microbiological contamn-
ination of Venus can be modified by the chance that Earth organisms
could Y.ot grow. in that enivironm-ent.

In -i'.port c-i Mars Voyager Systems, Wooten and Merzr reiterated
ihat spact.-raft wh.'-h enter a pilanet's at-nosphere must be stcrilized to
thu extent tiLa the probability oi introducing a living organiarm is less

than I in 10. 00 i Vehicles which orbit the planet must be similarly

Sterilization is not required if the vehicle -.s assured of a rninii-umn
time of 50 years in orbit before impacting the planet. The 50-years-
in-orbit criterion is considered satisfied by setting a minimumn altitude
of 1500 kilometers (CIO nautical *niles).

3



Section 111. CL.EAN ROOMS REQUIREMENTS

I. basic Concepts

NfiSA's policy requirea clean roonis and (lean w-rt( stations

for the ili nufact ure * aserib v, and te stinug ot rel i ces vh , clj are to be

decontaminat( d or sterilized. lo've%,er, there is a problelr in main-
tainmni bioci.'an requirements throughout thie entire tr_'n ,i cventb,
including testing, leading to the sterilization oven. F'or tcx.arbpit, somne
test equipment. suich at; P shaker, willI present iinusual arid dlifficult
pieobleins in clean room design because of itsE size and the fouridation
required to support it,. Also, thu terilizatien oveiin my be locate-d
at the launch site while thte assembly plant it; located at a different
site, In both of there cases, the hardware would have t, be removed
from the asembly clean roomn to be tranoported to another location.

Proposals to mainitain cleanliness throughout every siage (if assemrbly
and test include thc useC of rigdc tanisters, plastic bags, and portable
controlled environ-rx'nt facilities,

One concept" for maintaining cleanilineso during asseinoly of a

lander to be totally hleat ster..lized suggested the use o1 two buildings
one within the other. The exterior building would be for environmyental
protection, and the interrnal building would be divided into rooms in
which the various steps in sterilization and assemibly would be performed
prior to terminal heat sterilizaticn.

*.'.j.th.h,1&Ui;-l~lb~ 1pe... t~." .. uaclerioiugi-

cal barrier system faa ausemnbly as being both the physical barrier
surrounding the hardware under fabrication (often an inexpensive, ........

lightweight material which is imnpervious to the ingres.3 of 1,acteria

and other particular contarniinantc) and the procedural barrier. Fabri -

cation personnel gain access to the hardware through glove ports in the
walls of the isolator. If required, person-nel may be completely encased
in a plastic film so that they mi-ay move about in an insulator. A
sterilizing entrance port is provided for contamination control nf tools,
parts, etc. ;and an exit port is provided for removal of waste, equip_

rnent, etc. The atmosphere witnin the barrier, under a slight positive
prensure, is constantly circulated and filtered to remove particles in

the submicron range. Since the assembly pniF' .'el are aprirme .4C,Uitii:
of bacteri'al contamination, they mear aiir.,ical masks, clean clothing, -

and suitable protective gloves.

4
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Recent indications by NASA i are that clean roors, including
portable clean rooms, used for control of biological contamination of

spacecraft are to provide for larnioar flux of air moventetit from
ceiling to floor, and shall conform to r'ederal Specification 209, Class

~100. Concepts fol, this type room are shown in iFigures I and 2, and

particula.te contamination le'vels fur clean roorns are shown in Figure 3.
~Where work benches are required, laminar airflow will have a hori-

Szo.ntal ri-ovement toward the worker. Only decontanminated tools will

be used on decontaminated parts. Biological loading in and on thb
8

spacecraft will not exceed 10 viable organism-i at the time it is brought

to the termiral sterilization oven. If there is evidence that the viable

contamination exceeds 108, the spacecraft will have to be exposed to a

higher temperature or longer heat cycle during terminal sterilization.

Frequent samples from fallout air and surfaces uf assenbiies would

have to be obtained to determine total viable particle count. and spore

content, as practicable.

However, the above stringent requirements,- may be relaxed by an

alternate miethod of lowerinj the biological load of viable organisms to

10 The method proposcd I is to use low level heat c).ces for internal

decontamination in place of manufacture and assembly in clean rooms

and clean work spaces. Parts so heated must be handled subsequently

in clean facilities.

2. Asswmbly, Test, a.nd Sterilizotion Facil;ty

Iii studies for the construction oi a new Assernbiv, Test, and

Sterillzatior Facility performed by Daniel, Mann, Jol 9aon, and

Meicnu n h a! twO Tpproii-.e ar t:r~ l e uig counsideredi:

I) The laminar flow approach in which high efficiency parti-

culate air filters are used with vertical laminar air flow

to maintain a low level of particulate and micrcbiological

co untamination.

2.) The uterile assicmbly approach in which techniques developed

by gts~reanimal researcher., are used to obtain and
maintain a sterile environment.

The results of the studies and the er, sui:g decisions regar.ing the - -4-

nethod to be used in the facility have not been -nade.

r .... :.-, * .
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a. Laminar Flow

The essential elements of the laminar flow approach are

described in the following paragraphi.

The main structure has a high bay asoembly area. The
high b-iy area vwill be a Class 100 clean room, utilizing laminar down.-
flow in accordance with Federal Standard No. 209. Air at 80 feet per

second will enter the high bay through a special ceiling plenum, flow

downward through high efficiency particulate air filter modules, and
leave through a grilled metal floor. Plenums, blowers, and air
balancing devices such as filters for handling the return air flow will
extend below the floor level. In order to maintain bioclean standards,

the high bay walls will be covered with nylon reinforced vinyl.

An area for operational suppurt equipment (OSE) will be located
just outside the clean area. In this way, OSE associated with a given
capsule can be located near the capsule to simplify electrical and
visual monitoring.

A dual-purpose, specially designed steel chamber is provided that

will be used as - clean lock as well as providing fur surface sterilizing
(decontaminating) a capsule, majol capsule components, lar, e jigs,
etc. Surface decontamination of the entire capsule or cther large com-
ponents is accomplished by means of an ethylene oxide (FTO) cycle.

to sterilize the proof-test model capsule in i's biological barrier.

A ZUILI.(i, ,i ja' i)('raiOrv iR prnvidedi Pi r de~velopment and
implementation of various microbiological techniques such as surveil-
lance, monitoring, assay, and certification. this laboratory includes
areas for sterile transfer, media preparation, sample handling, bio-

logical assay work, and various utility operations associated with
microbiological investigations.

Floor space is provided for special processing of personnel, This

includes air locks, air showers, suiting areas, locker rooms, arid
areas for medical examination. Parallel areas exist for men and
women.

The main floor of the facility algr' inc,lpeI a receiuingo area, a

decontamination area, and a transfer area using plassclaves. Most
heating, ventilating, air cojiditioring, and special electrical equipments
are installed in che basement. The second floor includes a conrol
room, a receiving area, and various areas for mechanical equipment,



b. Sterile Assembly

Essential elements of the sterile assembly approach are
described in the foilowing paragraphs.

The main structure has two high bay sterile assembly areas. To

ensure sterility, all surfaces of the assembly room are decontaminated,
all equipment entering the riom is decontam-iinated, all air entering the
roomr does so through glass filters, and all personnel entering the room
do so in sterile barrier suits. The air filters and material passthroughs
will provide a barrier against microorganisms which have been found
effective by germ-free animal researchers. All cracks and ;eanas in
the room wiLl be sealed. Walls will be smooth, epoxy coated, so that
they may readily be washed down with a 2-percent peracetic acid or
equivalent effective surface decontaminant.

An area is provided fer operational support equipment. Part of

this area is in the corridor between the two sterile areas for equipment
requiring short electrical lines or close viewing and part of this area
is on the second floor at one end of the building,

Two dual-purpose steel chambers are provided to perform the ETO
decontamination and clean lock functions as in the case of the laminar
flow system chamber. These chambers will also be used to dry-heat

sterilize the capsule proof test model.

A rnicrobiological laboratory is provided for developm-nt and
imnlementation of various microbiological techniques such as surveil-
lance, monitoring, assay, and certification. This laboratory includes
arzo.r 1r - tuei*. .rar . ..er, m '--c at.. n. and variuuf uLiiUy oper-

ations. However, because of the very low contamination levels expected,
aterile transfer will be done under glove box conditions to ensure
against contamination di-ring the transfer.

A special air lcek with a bactericidal wash will be provided to
decontaminate the surface of the suits worn by personnel in each sterile
area,

3n the main floor are areas for several ovens and sterile locks, a

tool room, a service aisle, and a receiving area.

The ba,3ement has aream ir,- ,-,' " a1 ip ,cr, tt e..........

ovens, a boiler room. a chiller room, locker room toilets, a quarantine

storage area where parts of questionable sterility are verified, and a

10
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I ~ normal aorage area. There is Aso a glove box area where sterile
parts may be assembled without the need for personnel to "suit up" for
the sterile assembly area.

The second floor, in addition to the OSE area, has a cerntrally
located control room to monitor and contrcl facility functions.



Section IV. PERSOKNEL

Because personnel are a primne source of contamination during

assembly in clean rooms, the following requirements will likely be

implemented: 13

1) All persons in the clean room will wear masks and approved
barrier clothing. Barrier clothing is required for all portions

of the aody which reach from a level of 3 inches below and up
along the spacecraft as mounted in the room.

2) No person shall enter the bioclean area who has open cores,
noticeable dandruff, a cold, a fever, or diarrhea. This
requirement was in the original NASA Interim Requirements
;or Bieclean Facilities, paragraph 4. 12.

3) Sterile surgical gloves or sterile disposable plastic gloves will
be used to handle decontaminated spacecraft parts.

The original (1963) Interim Requirements were cancelled and

Federal Standard Number ZOc was substituted; however, the essential

provisions of paragraph 2. 1, of the original requirements will be

retained. The pro% isional draft for a subsequent interium Document
provides ior the microbioassay of personnel. '6

Assay shall be made (not less than one per week) of the quality of

biological contamination on the skin of each person whose duties take

him routineiy into the clean room in which flight hardware is pr -sent.

Samples shall be taken from the cheek, chedt, back, forcarm, plin,

and any other locations and at any time required by the sterility control

The following items have not been specified: 6

1) The Vrc quency of physical examinations.
Z) The need for routine inspections by a physician.

3) The microbioassay of the skin.

It appears that NASA is inclined to dispense with the requirement for
a routine examination by a physician and will rely on persons in the

clean room to exclude persons with open sores. Personnel suffering

from fever, colds, and diarrhea are to report these ailments io their

1I I
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General Electric Company % conducted a poll to determine the
ioformal opinion of the NASA Bioclean Requirements, particularly with
respect to the prescribed methods of personnel contamination control.

Commente were solicited from five nationally-known pharmaceutical
and chemical laboratories and from a medical officer, i psychologist,
and two shop people at General Electric. There was a consens. - on
the following points:

1) Daily examination by a physician is nonessential.
2) Sterilized clothing is the most effective, practical means of

mininmizing c;ontamination of hardware.

j 3) Reliance on the buddy system for monitoring is undesirable. i
A system of self-reporting must be founded on psychologically
valid incentives.

4) Microbiological standards of accept.bility will increase labor
costr substantially,

13
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ioaV. STERILIZATIOM CANISTER

Three basically different approaches to the terminal sterilization
canister are a flexillle film container, a rigid container. n on
bination of flexible an-d rigid mate rials, n acm

The advantages of u.iing filmri isolators include light weight, ease
of access, and visual inspection. Hlowever, film containers have been
ev-aluated and reiectei,. by Gen-ral Electric becauae of several objec-
tionable character-istics. One of the most ci, jectionable characteristics
is the difficulty in jctlison and sez-:t on ul a thin film from an object

whose shape is relatively complex. An objectionable characteristic ofI

ripped or puncturktd, it is not desirable to havc the success of a space

program supported by such a weak link,

The rigid canister will be much less sutsceptible to handling damage

tha-n the fflm- canister, and it also lende itself to relative ease of
separating mating elements in flight. H-owever, the rigid canister has

container, internal )ressure will build up during thermal sterilizationI
and, un~less properly vented. could dainage the container. Uponz coolings,
the canister may draw a vacuum and be subjected to collapsing pressuresI
unless sterile gas is added. If NASA's "no access" policy aiter terminal
sterilization should be mrodified, a rigid canister would virtually elim-
inlate access,

The combination of a flexible and a rioirl ----

beat design ieatures of both. In essence, this type of container is a
flying glove box or dry box. The rigid portions of these canioters
could be mnade to fit the shape of the planetary lander, while asceptic
en~try ports and work stations could be located in a manner that would

facilitatz access if NASA's "no access" policy is relaxed.

It is expected that the 'no access after terminal sterilization"
policy will be relaxed if mic robiologi tits can be convinced that an
absolutely sterile entry to the capsule can be made.

The general design criteria for the canister are as follows;~

11 reep out bacteria, spores, and other organisms.
2) Be as light aq pnssible, since it accompanies the capsule into

space.

3) Be able to contain the capsule and any remnote handling gear.

14
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4) Incorporate sterile etectrical connections for flight, checkout,
and test.

5) Contain as few as possible electrical connections whih should
be in-flight disconnects. Sterile access through glove boxes
may be necessay to make electrical discoitnects

6) Act as a nieteroid bumper, if weight penalty for such design
can be tolerated and if retained uivtil just prior to Marc entry.

7) Contain sterile plumbing fittings for liquids and gases, if
required.

8) Remain unaffected by hot or cold ethylene oxide.
9) Remain unaffected by dry heat up to 145°C

10) Eject the capsule before Mars entry withot.t cwrip_-omibing
sterility. .

-' I
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Sctiem VI. HANDLING AND TRAWSORTATION

A study was made by General Electric"1 to assess the problemrs
associate-d with handling and transporting a canister in the sequence
of events prior t o I -unch. The study considered the terminal sterili -
zation of the vehicle at the 1l.:mnch site a~nd at the manufacturer's
facility,

To sterilize at the latinch site, the following s~teps were considered:

tj The vehicle in assemnbled and checked out under carefully
controlled environment. This implies the existencr- of a
clean roomn facility at the launch site which is as good as the
facility where the spacecraft was assembled.

2) The spacec raft- canisate r combination is subjected to termin'al
sterilization ane. is mated with the orbiter.

31) Final checkout of the system is performed and the system is
jaunched.

To steriize at the manufacturerls facility, the following steps
were considered:

1) The lander is assembled and checked out under clean conditions,
then sealed in the containing canister and terminally ster'lized.

2) The stei ilized caniater is qhippfd to the launch site. A
shippinig container for the canifster -lander comibinatiun mnay
be required to protect the caniater fromi- damage.

3) The .7naf- ond -,ithL --1 .- iitri o c~e anrcom,

facilities are required,
4) The sy,-tem- is launched.

By comparing the advantages and disadvantages of both of the tbove_2
sequences, it was concluded that terminal s'.?riliz~lion at the launch

site is preferred. Thle primary reasons for this choice are as followu:

1) It may be impossible t, tran~port a fully assemnbled lander
to the launch site.

2) The techniques for biologic2'lly r onit.orng a sealed canister
over long pericds of timne are complicated and may penalize -

the can-'lter design.-_
3) Terminal sterilization at the lauinch Fite would permit all

pressur~zcd liquids oi fluid systems in the lander to be
charged where safely procedures and techniques are well

developed.
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In a study for an assermbly, test, and steril~z.tion lacility fr the
Voyager Landing capsules performed by Daniel, Mann, Johnson, and
Meidenhall, it was expected that facilities will be requred at Keanedy
Space Center to provide for the following functions:

1) Allow for loading pyrotechnics, squibs, -ocket motuis, and

dfly othei exploeive devicee into the cipsule.
2) Allow terminal heat sterilization of te complete landing cap-

sule within its biological barrier.
3) Allow for various tests tu be conducted such as spin and balance,

center of gravity locatien, etc.
4) A:]ow for operational checkout of the ci;sule apon caxnple~io

of the above tests.
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Section VII. TERMINAL STERILIZATION

* Current policy indlicates that 1anderu will he Gubjecte.d to a terminal
*dry hreat soak at ary ciof the te-inperatures and corresponding times

shown ir, Figure 4. Hardware quaI; *fication will be performed hy
three 36-hour het-ating cycles it 145 OC. 1*0'Figure 5 shows a concept
for- a tern-iiiial heat sterilizatioai ovn. It should be understood that
heating a vehicle to the temperatures and corresponding timies shown
in Figure 1 will not produce a sterile v'2,hirle -egardlebs ul- the state of

cleanliness prior to htatinig. The specified s9teril:zation procedure is
based on a vehicle that has undergone biological load reduction prior

0 to sterilization,.

Thermial sterilizafion in tI'e presence oif a conducting gas vwitliin
the canister 09 pi-eferab?c to terilizatiun in a vacuurn. The advantages
gained in using a gas, such as nitrogen, include shorter thermal risef
times, elimination of designinig for atmospheric overpresaures on the
canister, andI the e-lim-ination of the possihility (if atriispheric rontaryii -

nation caused by leaks at the interface. f~utwecn mnating~ sections in the

canitster. In one stady, 25thu presence (of a gas reduced the time t.o
reac'h qte rilizatii ti-mperaturc almost 50 percent over the vacuun)

st ~]z tonnit o.'th is mut hod resulted in a reduction in total
soak titne at elevated ternperauhare3 and reduced theL iost extremne
temperaturc graditents by a considerable tactur. If thermal sterilizationi

is conducted in a vacuum and afterwoard a sterile gas, 8uch as e2thylene

oxide, is re lease(I within the canister, these advantagcs are- negated.

insuatin riayhe equredfur inte rnal eqjuipmecnt, batteries, for

l';ltvvatud tei-nperatureb lower the reliability of sonie cluctrical
inntrunientH and components. Consequently, an%, comrponent or part
that is adversely affected by heat m-rust be carefully selected, and special
developments will likely be required. Studies have been made to deter-
mine the effect of temperature on Lcnipunents, and other studies are
in progress.

The design of pressure vessets ueconies an impjortant '

in structural design f' titerilization. Although NASA's requirementoI prohibit actessb to Ote sealed canister atter terminal sterilization, Tenny,
Fried, and Crawford Z have suggested that it mnay be advantageous to
isterilize gases and liquids separately and charge the system aiter
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sterilizationi of the vehicle and tai-k. These authors have stated that
1. since a relatively high weight penalty is impose 'on a planetary lander
when the large -volumei, hl'gh-pe essure vesseis are deqignecl to withstand
terminal heat sterilization with the tanks charged, it becomes advan-
tageous to study other sterilization me~thods which may rninilrize or
eiiininate this weight penalty. An alternate method that rnIiilizes the
weight penalty is tu heat sterilize the vehicles with the tanks installed

but not chargeJ, then charge themn with a sterile gas. This technique
eliminateb a hazardous conditoi during sterilizition and deserves
further study.

When thermal &tc--iiization is used, the major problems with the
vehicle structuro~ are the effects of transienz thermal gradients andi
the matertal degradation due to temperature -time exposure. Ten-ny,
Fried, and Crawford 22show that the scverity of the therrml gradients
and the subsequenit thermnal stresses and distortions are governed in

part by the rate of heating and cooling, the method of heat application,
and the magnitude of the the rrnal resistance paths between the Leat
source and the heat sink. The material degradation is affectcid by the
temnperature level and duration. As a result of their study of a model,
these authors arrived at the following conclusions:

1) IHigh thermal conductivity materials and -oining techniques
should bp used as iruch as possible in the vehicle structure.
Examplea are brazed core honeycomb sandwich in preference
to bonded sandwich and welded joiit. in preference to bolted,
riv ted, or bonded joints.

2) Programmed heating and cooling is desirable and necessary
Liz "u v~~. i c) i1Tfi' tem a! grac.,cn s . th* vc il iiuL~u

T 2chniques for heating arid cooling the containing caniste-r
warrant further study.

3) Therrmal ateriiiz-~tion in the presence of a gas is far more
efficient ttlan in a vacuum, both in terms of minimizing total
sterilization time and in reducing thermal g-radie-nts.

19
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Section Viii. LANDER SEPARATION

After the sterilized suacecraft has been irunched, the possibilities

for contamination have not been removed unless provisions are made
early ;n t!he design cycle tc, eliminate them. Several potential sources
of contamination exist when the protective canister is separated and
jettisoned. These s'ources include contarninaion from particle impinge-
raent fiom the orbiter and cb-ister and, in particular, from 24 squib
actuated devices, solid propellanl ,ngines, co'd gas attitude control
systena, and outgassing from coatings. greasei.. paints, etc.

A study by General Electric i pointed out the following consider-

ations which affect design and manufacturing sequences:

1) There may be a need for biological load reduction on the Fpace-
craft dependent upon when the sterile canister is opened. If
the canister remains sealed until shortly before entry into the
Mars atmosphere, the requirements for cleanliness will not
be as stringent as if the canister is opened shortly after the
spacecraft leaves the atmosphere.

2) Ejection of the upper h-lf of the canister must be accomplished
sa as not to contaminate the lander on Mar3. lt may be desir-
able tc repressurize the canister just prior to opening so as
to maintain an outflow of gas as separd.tion occurs. Addition
of a gas bottle invokes a weight penalty.

3) When the upper half of the canister has been removed and the
la4. ;- rr'e -pacecratt an! i! attitude ,.T-

rection of the spacecraft is required, the attitude control gas
must not contaminate the lander. This may mean sterilizing
the attitude control gas system of the spacecraft with attendant
weight increase in the pressure vessels and piping and attendant
complications in the spacecraft (bus) system.

4) Umbilical connections between the canister and the lander must
be separated in flight. Any debris caused by separation must
not contaminate the lander.

5) Prior to planetary entry, the lander is separated from the
spacecr. ft, and the spacecraft is reoriented and given a velocity
change. This means that the lander, when it is propelled by
the &V rocket, must pass through Rpacp whirh is diffu-ed.
gas from the spacecraft. Consideration must be given to the
rate of dispersion of the gas and, if particulate impingement
does occur, to the probability of contamination of the. lander.

22
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